
What is DoorDash?

DoorDash is a technology 

platform that connects people 

with the restaurants and stores 

in their neighborhoods. 

Consumers place orders on 

the DoorDash app or website, 

and we help restaurants and 

stores facilitate on-demand 

delivery, online ordering, 

pickup, and more.
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DoorDash is a technology company building last-mile 
logistics solutions for merchants

Over
4K+

Employees

Individuals creating 
solutions for Merchants, 
Dashers & Customers

Over
400K+

Merchants

Businesses who trust 
DoorDash to serve their 

customers & communities

Over
1B+

Deliveries

Opportunities to serve 
customers and learn how to 
make our platform stronger

Over 
1M+

Dashers

Independent contractors 
who complete deliveries for 

merchants 



With DoorDash you can...
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What separates DoorDash from the rest?

We are true 
business partners

We are committed 
to quality

We use data to 
drive improvements

Our merchant-first focus and dedicated operations team 
helps grow your sales, improve operations, handle support 
issues, and engage in co-marketing

The buck doesn’t stop when you begin working with 
DoorDash. We are committed to delivering the right thing, 
on time, every single time

Our local Data Analytics team is able to provide data that 
can help you decide everything from where your customers 
are coming from to where should open your next location
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A premium offering through Caviar



Competitive Analysis- Nationally
DoorDash is the #1 3rd Party Delivery Service 
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Florida: Growth and Quality Gains

Marketplace Growth

Key Growth Metrics ytd/y 

Weekly New Consumers 12%

Weekly Order Growth 87%

DashPass Users 46%

Dasher Fleet Size 36%

DoorDash has come a long way since you started working with us - 
we’ve invested in growing our user base & optimizing our delivery 
quality to become the premier delivery partner in Florida.
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Florida/Puerto Rico: Upcoming Strategic Investments
Our leadership has big plans for Florida in the next 3 months - doubling down on merchandising in app for new selection wins and 
integrating Spanish language into customer/merchant/Dasher communications

Maria Torres joined the S&O team in July to help 
streamline Florida/PR specific merchandising in the app. 
She is working closely with the OAM team to deploy their 
MAC budget.,

Merchandising 
North Star: by the end of Q4 2022, ALL merchandising platform 
content distributed in Florida will be fully bilingual in English-Spanish. 

Spanish Language Integration

This is important because:: 
● It allows us to grow and empower ALL local economies  
● Lives up to reflecting the communities we serves
● Will help develop collaboration, processes, and uncover 

needs the organization as we scale globally

Example of cool locally 
targets Merch here
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Placement of DashPass 
Restaurants

Order frequency from 
DashPass members than our 
normal customer

Higher ticket sizes from DashPass 
members

Top of 
App

2X

5%

Average Customer Savings per 
DashPass Order$4-5



POS Integrations
Enable a seamless merchant experience 
through our integrated offerings.

What is a POS Integration: We inject the customer’s 
order directly into their Point-of-Sale system, removing 
the manual order entry step. We are able to do this by 
having a back-end integration that allows for 
systematic menu and order flow by store.  

What are the benefits?
● Orders are entered into POS system 

automatically, removes need for a tablet
● Accounting & reporting is auto-consolidated 

real time into POS system
● Restaurant operations and DoorDash orders 

are treated the same
● No special training, as POS workflow remains 

the same

How merchants get onboarded to POS: 
Refer to our POS Activations Wiki for full details

What are my integration options? 

Our Partner Integrations team is aiming to directly integrate with 
the top 10 local POS Systems by 2021 exit. In the meantime, 
merchants can integrate through an aggregator or sign up on 
tablet until their POS system is offered.

Restaurant 
Partners POS

Chipotle, McDonalds

Middleware / 
Aggregators
Checkmate, Olo, 

Deliverect

POS System 
[ Most Preferred]

Toast, Square, Clover, 
Revel, Aloha/NCR

For more information on who we integrate with, refer to the POS Integrations Matrix

https://doordash.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/POS/pages/1613202288/POS+Activations
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vEGazbvz0K2uw7C1s2dAso7tMfrD3aAyrVb4u7-Txb0/edit#gid=177333017


Unlocked States / Provinces*
● United States: California, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Florida, 

Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, New 
York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, Virginia, Washington 

● Canada: Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, 
Ontario, Quebec 

Best-In-Class Compliance

Dasher 
Seamless customer 

experience with alcohol 
agreement at checkout 

Customer 
Dashers prompted to 
check recipient’s ID at 

delivery

Merchant

Frictionless way to add alcohol 
compliantly to menus

* Every state’s law is different with respect to what types and quantities of alcohol may be sold and delivered via third party 
platforms, and many states restrict delivery to certain locations and times. Please consult your retail alcohol permit and 
local laws to confirm that you are allowed to include alcohol. 

Alcohol
Grow order values and volume with alcohol

WHY ADD ALCOHOL?
1. Increase profit margin. Scaffidi Restaurant Group saw a 

10-12% increase in profit margin on orders with alcohol
2. 56% of customers surveyed over the age of 21 say they 

would be likely to order alcoholic beverages if offered as 
part of a food delivery order 

3. Increased customer exposure. Secure a spot on 
DoorDash’s dedicated alcohol landing page

4. Compliance on DoorDash
a. Dashers verify legal age of customer upon delivery
b. Alcohol deliveries are only assigned to Dashers 

who are 21+ years old

HOW TO ADD ALCOHOL
1. If you have <10 store locations on DoorDash

a. Add now via the Merchant Portal! You can follow 
this step by step guide or watch this quick video for 
instructions

2. If you have 10+ store locations on DoorDash
a. Let your DoorDash rep know you are interested 

and ask them to send over an alcohol addendum

https://get.doordash.com/case-studies/scaffidi
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14HQPMif6Q8q63k8WWbaUJwvdrWpJOxkYxwk2gtv0HrA/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BY18Ia0C5P1zC605nDzMQaMlD99KzHoo/view?usp=sharing


Merchant Portal
Manage and grow your business with 
detailed analytics on menu performance, 
ratings, operations, and customer experience

Get insights you need to grow your 
business:
● Track your sales
● Enhance your menu
● Access key metrics and data

Get a dashboard view
View key data points like net sales, 
average order size, unique customers, 
and most popular items.

Act on customer feedback
View customer ratings and reviews 
and quickly respond to encourage 
loyalty.

Grow your sales
Launch marketing campaigns to boost 
your sales and increase in-app 
visibility with new and existing 
customers.



Insights Hub
Helps you find opportunities to grow 
your sales, better understand your 
business, and meet customer needs

Menu Performance
Optimize your menu by reviewing 
top-performance items by time, date, and 
location. Get personalized tips to drive 
conversions and sales.

Customer Feedback
View recent and lifetime ratings and use 
pre-written templates to report issues. Plus, 
respond directly to customer feedback.

Operations Quality
Track operational metrics to ensure you’re 
providing a seamless delivery experience.



Menu 
Performance
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1. Click the new Insights Hub in the left 
navigation and then click Menu 
Performance

2. Review your Top Opportunities to improve 
your menu and maximize your opportunity 
to increase your sales

3. If you have multiple menus, you can choose 
which menu to view

4. Your Top Opportunities are customized for 
you, based on each menu, and are quick 
tasks to enhance your menu design.

5. Review your Product Mix, a snapshot of 
item performance. Filter by week/month 
and across your business or by store(s)

CONFIDENTIAL
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Customer 
Feedback
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1. Click Customer Feedback in the left column 
navigation

2. Select the time period and the subset of stores for 
which you’d like to review feedback.

3. Filter reviews by star ratings and tags to easily spot 
areas of excellence or improvement.

4. Click on View Order to to contextualize the what the 
customer ordered and if they were any delivery errors 
such as missing or incorrect items.

5. Respond to your customers by personalizing a 
message and Choose if you’d like to gift the customer 
a dollar amount off of their next order from your 
restaurant. Customers who receive a response are 5x 
more likely to reorder from you!

3
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Typical Commission Tiers












